Chemicals
At the heart of your performance

Comprehensive and customised
solutions tailored to chemical processes
DESIGN

Engineering
Master plan
Investment plan
Risk analysis
Flow simulation
Energy and process
optimisation

Design

build

Operating across all stages o
Experienced local teams train
partnerships.

Maintain

Detailed studies

Objectives-based contracts

Production equipment

Resource-based contracts

Procurement

Workshop maintenance:
motors, valves

Specific subcontracting
PLC programming
DCS
Supervision
Worksite implementation
Industrial utilities

Concept / Basic design

Turnkey project

Design studies

Multi-technical offer

Feasibility studies

Maintenance methods
Maintenance audit, consulting
Reliability upgrades
Duty service and stand-by
Maintenance shutdown

Support and services
Unit start-up
Testing

PID diagram

FAT / SAT

Equipment design

Commissioning

Functional analysis

Operator training

Systems design
Traceability solutions/ MES
Revamping

Project
management
Project management
Overall coordination
Planning
Upgrade coordination
Cost and lead-time tracking

Actemium’s Maintenance
offering helps ensure the overall
performance of installations
by setting up a methodology
suited to the client’s production
objectives, consistent with the
client’s strategy and strictly
compliant with the safety rules.

of the industrial life cycle, Actemium supports you by designing new units, handling technology transfers and optimising your sites.
ned in the requirements of the chemical industry deliver solutions and services with strong technical added value under long-term

wide A N D P R O V E N K N O W- H O W

Automation

Electrical

Automation SCADA systems

HV / LV

Industrial IT

UPS (inverter, generator set)

Traceability, MES

Motors, variable-speed drives

PLC and safety systems

Electrical substations, cabinets and junction boxes

Quality control / Quality Assurance

Lightning protection
Lighting

Instrumentation
Instrumentation design studies
PID, loop diagrams
Structural design and selection of instruments

Low current systems
Electrical tracing

Mechanical and thermal

Calibration, synchronisation

Mechanical engineering

Industrial analysis

Hydraulic and pneumatic systems

Gas detection and analysis

Logistics warehouse

Instrument tubing

Industrial fluids and utilities

ATEX studies and make compliant

Industrial cooling
Process piping, skids and shelters
Valves, fittings

Safety, our priority
Safety is an absolute priority and a prerequisite for every activity.
Actemium’s teams and business units, operating under safety
guidelines, are empowered and enlisted in the ongoing effort to
achieve the only possible objective: “Zero Accidents”.

Integrated product and service offers,
creating value for the chemical industry
Process optimisation

Process safety

Actemium’s teams build on their networking experience
to expand their range of efficient and effective solutions
at all levels, including production optimisation, energy
efficiency, environmental impact and feasibility studies.

In a quest for traceability and specific follow-up,
Actemium starts from your risk analysis to design
customised systems, including architecture, choice of
components, SIL levels, scheduling, detailed procedures
and maintenance.

Management of polyvalent
Batch plants
Actemium has built a strong track record in Batch units
covering functional analysis compliant with the S88
standard, management of manufacturing orders and
recipes, instrumentation and associated monitoring and
control systems, traceability, historisation and reports.

System
migrations
Actemium rolls out
comprehensive solutions
based on its experience and
its relations with equipment
suppliers. Its committed
teams are focused on system
performance, simplification of
operations and process safety.

Management and
implementation of major
maintenance shutdowns
Actemium offers management of scheduled
maintenance shutdowns based on its expertise
in electrical systems, instrumentation,
mechanical engineering and piping as well
as its management method and ability to
assemble and coordinate large numbers of
specialised teams.

Product
movement
Actemium offers
expertise in storage /
loading area design, 3D
simulation of product,
personnel & traffic flows
and interface & safety
management in sensitive
areas.

To address the major issues facing the chemical industry,
Actemium helps build digital and flexible factories with
smart sensors, smart monitoring and control systems, safe
networks and more.

Focused on the
issues of the future

Actemium installs smart systems on the various tools
and workstations to provide self-diagnostic and remote
management capabilities. It also supports data collection
to facilitate maintenance and repairs, save energy and raw
materials, simulate processes and coordinate needs and
availabilities.
Actemium’s industrial energy efficiency product and
service offering also helps the chemical industry
optimise its energy and environmental strategy based
on a structured methodology involving audits, metering,
engineering and rollout.

The combined expertise of Actemium

Actemium,
an international network

Lyon Systems and Actemium Shanghai
delivered a suitable solution for Coatex’s
industrial rollout strategy in China, where
the company recently built an acrylic
polymer production unit at the Arkema site
in Changhsu, near Shanghai.

Yves Schwob.
Operations General Manager Coatex group

Actemium has been supporting the international
expansion of its clients as they set up or transfer chemical
production units for over 25 years. Actemium builds
on its tightly meshed network to assist them with their
capital investment projects all over the world.

An international presence
and a local approach

Actemium 100%
dedicated to industry

Actemium is the VINCI Energies brand dedicated to industry.
Present throughout the industrial life cycle, Actemium designs,
builds and maintains its customers’ facilities, with the aim of
improving their industrial performance.
Its Business Units are located close to production sites, in which
they build long-term relationships with their customers. Thanks to
the profound knowledge of the customers process and equipment,
they are able to design and implement customised solutions.

300

Business units

35

Countries

19 000

Engineers &
technicians

2 billion

€ turnover

At the heart of industrial
performance
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Actemium,
an international
network
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